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The sequel to the popular graphic novel featured in Rolling Stone! Rock music has taken over the airwaves for decades. David Bowie, Alice Cooper,
Freddie Mercury and Bon Jovi are just some of the iconic figures that have formed the rock music genre. This jam session of biographies showcases these
trailblazers in this unique illustrated graphic novel.
Iraq, late 2007. Lieutenant Matt Gallagher arrives just as US policy shifts from lethal operations to counter-insurgency. He encounters a world where
nothing is as it seems. Friends are enemies, reconciliation is war, roads are bombs and silence is deadly. Nothing left to do except 'embrace the suck'... ...and
blog about it. Matt Gallagher's response was to write an on-line journal (called Kaboom) which quickly went viral. Read by thousands of soldiers who
recognised its unflinchingly honest portrayal of the real war, as well as high-ranking Pentagon officials and interested parties around the world, Kaboom
was shut down by the US Army in June 2008. Now you can read the whole story, based on that brilliant, acerbic, banned blog. Kaboom paints a shockingly
original and uncompromising portrait of a savage war the world is still struggling to understand.
A Blast From the Past Take a trip down memory lane with this interactive trivia book of headlines, fads, sports, music and more from 1930 to 2010. Inside,
you'll find year-by-year snapshots of the events and trends that shaped our lives. Family milestone fill-in pages for each year help you capture your
memories of the things you loved and the events that touched your life. Involve the entire family for hours of interesting conversation. What was Grandpa's
first job? Who was Mom's first crush? Relive the fun (or mishaps) of family vacations. Dust off your old music collection and replay the soundtrack of your
youth. Pull out your photo album and marvel at the clothes you wore and the hairstyles you rocked. Travel back in time and relive some of your favorite
memories with Remember That?
Dave Bry is sorry. Very sorry. He's sorry to Wendy Metzger for singing the last verse of "Stairway to Heaven" into her ear while slow dancing in junior
high school. He's sorry to Judy and Michael Gailhouse for letting their children watch The Amityville Horror when he babysat them. And he's
sorry--especially, truly--that he didn't hear his cancer-ridden father call out for help one fateful afternoon. Things are different now. Dave's become a dad,
too, and he's discovered a new compassion for the complicated man who raised him. And maybe if his 17-year-old self could meet his current self, he'd
think twice before throwing beer cans on Jon Bon Jovi's lawn. Dave's apologies are at turns hysterically funny and profoundly moving, ultimately adding up
to a deeply human, poignant and likable portrait of a man trying to come to grips with his past.
NOW That's What I Call A Quiz
Orbit: Bon Jovi
Chase's Calendar of Events 2022
Unrequited Infatuations
Getcha Rocks Off
Aung San Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy

This absorbing book tells the story of Mars since the dawn of mankind's curiosity for celestial
wonders. It covers everything, right from our ancient beliefs, through the revolution in our
concepts of the cosmos around us in the 1600s, to the present day knowledge and beyond. It takes
the reader on a journey all the way to the futuristic visions of science fiction and terraformed
Mars with conditions suitable to Earth life. The story is told in a readable form with an
absence of technical jargon. The text is supported by informative imagery and a simple, but
inspiring layout with some special features such as a "flip movie" of the rotation of Mars.
INTRO TO WRITERS WRITE An aspiring young writer named Harry Wells falls for Margaret Kennedy a
socialite he meets while they are attending Cornell University. A romantic at heart, he is
smitten by her apparent style and beauty while blind to her many faults. This will grow to haunt
him in the years to come. They marry after graduation and all is right with the world until the
other side of the bride starts to come out. While Harry gains success and fortune as a writer he
drifts apart from his wife until an inevitable clash sends him spinning. More sinister details
emerge about the past of Margaret Kennedy-Wells as the story picks up the pace with a series of
surprising developments. Filled with humorous twists and tangles throughout, including a
seductive and alluring sexual Blonde Brazilian in Wicked Weasel Bikinis as a tenant, Lawyers
around every corner, New Porn Starlets, An ex-Military South African CEO of a Global security
company and his sweet auburn haired sister, along with The world’s best Bourbon, all add up to a
well-tailored, compelling read. The author creates very original, entertaining, and memorable
characters that draw you into a well scripted storyline. THE KANSAS CITY KENNEDYS This second
story is an action packed tale about the Racketeers and Organizers that set up the first major
gangs in Kansas City in the early 70’s. It takes you into a world of, Card Sharks turned Mob
leaders that have New York connections with established Irish and Italian bosses. Their antics,
their Gangs and their Girls highlight this well written and explosive piece of literary work. It
ties in the origin of one of the key characters from WRITERS WRITE and sets the stage for the
upcoming novel BLACK DOVE.
Do you know your power ballads from your punk anthems? Can you identify the dons of dance, or
the professors of pop? The NOW That's What I Call Music Quiz Book will put your music knowledge
to the test as you puzzle your way through the last thirty five years of pop's most memorable
hits - and a few of the biggest flops! Since the release of the first NOW album in 1983, NOW
That's What I Call Music has been home to the most iconic artists and biggest hits of the last
three decades - as well as the chart-topping one hit wonders that you thought you'd long
forgotten! Jam-packed with questions on everything from the anthems of the summer to Christmas
number ones, from hip hop to rock and all the way back again, the NOW That's What I Call Music
Quiz Book is the perfect challenge for music lovers everywhere. Guaranteed to get your brain
whirring and your toes tapping!
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most
trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
TV World
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Fraud, Myth, and Lies
Flip this Zombie
The Logic of Microspace
Inside the Turbulent Life, Times, and Music of Green Day
Hearts of Darkness
Welcome to the jungle! The voice of a generation, the "most dangerous band in the world" rode the wave of fame and fortune
during the heyday of MTV. Their creativity fueled by booze, and groupies, members like Axl Rose crafted music that permeated
the airwaves. Gun N' Roses transcended their metal roots to become genuine chart-toppers.
'A wonderfully original take on a Rock and Roll autobiography' Paul McCartney 'An inimitable Rock 'n' Roll life told as boldly as it
was lived' Bruce Springsteen What story begins in a bedroom in suburban New Jersey in the early '60s, unfolds on some of the
country's largest stages, and then ranges across the globe, demonstrating over and over again how Rock and Roll has the power
to change the world for the better? This story. The first true heartbeat of UNREQUITED INFATUATIONS is the moment when
Stevie Van Zandt trades in his devotion to the Baptist religion for an obsession with Rock and Roll. Groups like the Beatles and
the Rolling Stones created new ideas of community, creative risk, and principled rebellion. They changed him forever. While still
a teenager, he met Bruce Springsteen, a like-minded outcast/true believer who became one of his most important friends and
bandmates. As Miami Steve, Van Zandt anchored the E Street Band as they conquered the Rock and Roll world. And then, in the
early '80s, Van Zandt stepped away from E Street to embark on his own odyssey. He refashioned himself as Little Steven, a
political songwriter and performer, fell in love with Maureen Santoro who greatly expanded his artistic palette, and visited the
world's hot spots as an artist/journalist to not just better understand them, but to help change them. Most famously, he
masterminded the recording of "Sun City," an anti-apartheid anthem that sped the demise of South Africa's institutionalized
racism and helped get Nelson Mandela out of prison. By the '90s, Van Zandt had lived at least two lives-one as a mainstream
rocker, one as a hardcore activist. It was time for a third. David Chase invited Van Zandt to be a part of his new television show,
the Sopranos-as Silvio Dante, he was the unconditionally loyal consiglieri who sat at the right hand of Tony Soprano (a
relationship that oddly mirrored his real-life relationship with Bruce Springsteen). Underlying all of Van Zandt's various
incarnations was a devotion to preserving the centrality of the arts, especially the endangered species of Rock. In the twentyfirst century, Van Zandt founded a groundbreaking radio show (Underground Garage), a fiercely independent record label
(Wicked Cool), and developed a curriculum to teach students of all ages through the medium of music history. He also rejoined
the E Street Band for what has now been a twenty-year victory lap. UNREQUITED INFATUATIONS chronicles the twists and turns
of Stevie Van Zandt's always surprising life. It is more than just the testimony of a globe-trotting nomad, more than the story of
a groundbreaking activist, more than the odyssey of a spiritual seeker, and more than a master class in rock and roll (not to
mention a dozen other crafts). It's the best book of its kind because it's the only book of its kind.
Sasha Kelty joins the Intergalactic Guard to get into space, where she s always wanted to be. Her off-the-charts military testing
gets her placed on an experimental ship bound for the outer reaches of known space. Once in the void, her willingness to
question authority, uninhibited behavior, love of ancient rock and roll music, and absolute sense of right and wrong, put
her in disfavor with the ship s crew. After rescuing an enormous alien war-dog, and then blowing an alien slaver camp skyhigh with her own brand of energy magic, Sasha is considered a freak of nature and disavowed. Set adrift in space, she collects a
family of like-wise disenfranchised, yet talented, aliens and sets out to command her own future, ship, company, and planet.
Nothing will stop this renegade redhead once she s on a roll.
Gavin McGregor Rossdale is an English singer, songwriter, musician, and actor, and is the lead singer and rhythm guitarist of the
rock band Bush. Rossdale helped form Bush in 1992; upon the band's separation in 2002, he became the lead singer and
guitarist for Institute and later began a solo career.
Making a Wedding Speech
Orbit
Billboard
Chase's Calendar of Events 2020
The Sudden Appearance of Hope
Remember That?
International business magazine for television.
The sequel to the sold-out FAME comic book biography on Bon Jovi. “Orbit: Bon Jovi” goes back to the beginning of Bon Jovi shot to rock stardom in
the eighties while going strong till today as well as the bands induction to Rock N Roll Hall Of Fame. The series has been featured in Rolling Stone,
People and Time magazines.
Since 1957, Chase's Calendar of Events lists everything worth knowing and celebrating for each day of the year: 12,500 holidays, historical
milestones, famous birthdays, festivals, sporting events and much more. "The Oxford English Dictionary of holidays." NPR's Planet Money.
HEARTS OF DARKNESS: JAMES TAYLOR JACKSON BROWNE CAT STEVENS AND THE UNLIKELY RISE OF
The School Reform Landscape
Inspirational Short Stories and Encouragement on Life, Love and Friends-Including the One in the Mirror
Public Apology
Guns N' Roses
God Said Yes
Legendary Bush Mastermind and Famous Heavy Metal Vocalist, Iconic Musician and Rock Idol Inspired Adult Coloring Book
The World Fantasy Award-winning thriller about a girl no one can remember, from the acclaimed author of The First Fifteen Lives
of Harry August and 84K. My name is Hope Arden, and you won't know who I am. But we've met before -- a thousand times. It
started when I was sixteen years old. A father forgetting to drive me to school. A mother setting the table for three, not four. A
friend who looks at me and sees a stranger. No matter what I do, the words I say, the crimes I commit, you will never remember
who I am. That makes my life difficult. It also makes me dangerous. The Sudden Appearance of Hope is a riveting and
heartbreaking exploration of identity and existence, about a forgotten girl whose story will stay with you forever.
An examination of the current political crisis in Burma, and in particular its Buddhist and socio-psychological aspects.
The full story of the rise and spectacular comeback of the band hailed as the saviors of punk rock and the next U2 It's hard to
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believe that in early 2004 Green Day was considered over--the band was still together, but they were dismissed as a strictly 90s
phenomenon, incapable of re-creating the success of their groundbreaking album Dookie. Then American Idiot debuted at #1 on
the Billboard charts, stayed on the charts for nearly 18 months, and went on to sell more than four million records and to win
Record of the Year (for "Boulevard of Broken Dreams") at this year's Grammy's. Combining unique access to Green Day with a
seasoned journalist's nose for a great story, Marc Spitz gives the complete account of the band, from their earliest days to their
most recent explosion of popularity and critical acclaim. Foremost, Nobody Likes You is a story of friendship and the transporting
power of playing very loud music. It is the story of how high school dropout Billie Joe Armstrong came to write song lyrics that
inflamed the political conscience of fans in a way that two Yale graduates couldn't. Green Day's story--from rise, to fall, to rise
again--has never before been fully told.
So you've been asked to say a few words on the day. The problem is, we don't get much practice, do we? That's why this book will
prove so useful to you. It will show you how to prepare and deliver a unique and memorable speech that you can be proud of.
What's more, you'll enjoy it! CONTENTS: Finding a captivating opening and compelling close - turning listeners into participants weaving quotations into your speech - saying it with humour - using your voice well - giving out the right non-verbal messages having self-confidence and coping with nerves - fifty model speeches About the author John Bowden has over 20 years'
experience as a professional trainer and senior lecturer in communication skills. He has written several books on speech making
and is a member of the Comedy Writers' Association.
Gavin Rossdale Coloring Book
Sex & Excess. Bust-Ups & Binges. Life & Death on the Rock ‘N' Roll Road
Nobody Likes You
Writers Write
One Man's Quest for His Vinyl and His Past
The Liberal Media's Attack on Christianity

Changing the focus of the multibillion-dollar global aerospace business toward smaller, lowercost spacecraft is not happening solely due to technical, managerial, financial or market
motivations. Rick Fleeter's second book on the small, low-cost space programmes which are
the fastest-growing segment of aerospace activity, gives the reader a keen understanding of
the full spectrum of factors driving this profound change. The text then goes beyond
engineering technologies and management techniques to envision the tantalizing prospects
microspace has in store for the industry, its present markets and those of the future.
From the author of Bliss comes a heartwarming tale of friendship, romance, self-discovery. . .
and llama drama. When a close encounter with an eighty-foot spruce steals Merry Manning's
dreams of Olympic gold, the former ski champ finds herself falling into a career she never
expected -- the life of a travel writer. Picturing glamorous trips to exotic places, Merry is
speechless when her boss assigns her to the blog, "Don't Do What I Did," and sends her to a
middle-of-nowhere llama ranch with instructions to "fall on her fanny" as often as possible.
Soon she's eyeball-deep in alpacas, llamas, goats, and all the mess that comes with them. But
when the Last Chance Llama Ranch -- and a certain gruff cowboy -- start to grow on her, Merry
finds that each life might actually be just what she's been missing. You know what they say:
when life gives you llamas. . ..
"The press has become a tool of oppression—politicized, self–aware, self–motivated, and
power–hungry. . . . In short, these people can no longer be trusted." —From S. E. Cupp’s Losing
Our Religion It’s time to wake up and smell the bias. The go-to commentator for such
programs as Fox News’s Hannity and CNN’s Larry King Live and Reliable Sources, S. E. Cupp is
just that—a reliable source for the latest news, trends, and forecasts in young, bright,
conservative America. Savvy and outspoken when shattering left-leaning assumptions as she
did in Why You’re Wrong About the Right, Cupp now takes on the most pressing threat to the
values and beliefs held and practiced by the majority of Americans: the marginalizing of
Christianity by the flagrantly biased liberal media. From her galvanizing introduction, you
know where S. E. Cupp stands: She’s an atheist. A non-believer. Which makes her the perfect
impartial reporter from the trenches of a culture war dividing America and eroding the JudeoChristian values on which this country was founded. Starting at the top, she exposes the
unwitting courtship of President Obama and the liberal press, which consistently misreports or
downplays Obama’s clear discomfort with, or blatant disregard for, religious America—from
covering up religious imagery in the backdrop of his Georgetown University speech to his
absence from events surrounding the National Day of Prayer, to identifying America in his
inaugural address as, among other things, "a nation of non-believers." She likens the
calculated attacks of the liberal media to a class war, a revolution with a singular purpose: to
overthrow God and silence Christian America for good. And she sends out an urgent call for all
Americans to push back the leftist propaganda blitz striking on the Internet, radio, television,
in films, publishing, and print journalism—or invite the tyrannies of a "mainstream" media set
on mocking our beliefs, controlling our decisions, and extinguishing our freedoms. Now,
discover the truth behind the war against Christmas—and how political correctness keeps the
faithful under wraps . . . the one-sided analyses of Prop 8 and the gay marriage debate . . . the
media pot-shots at Sarah Palin’s personal faith . . . the politicization of entertainment
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mainstays such as American Idol and the Miss USA Pageant . . . and much more. Also included
are her penetrating interviews with Dinesh D’Souza, Martha Zoller, James T. Harris, Newt
Gingrich, Kevin Madden, and Kevin Williamson of National Review, delivering must-read
analyses of the latest stunning lowlights from the liberal media.
This story of New Jersey favourite Rock and Roll Band Bon Jovi, who survives 3 decades of
trials and tribulation. We go back to the early years of the band and how frontman Jon Bon Jovi
gets a record deal and kept the band going for 3 decades. Classic rags to riches story, what
kept the band going strong and will it be the end of the crossroad?
FAME: Bon Jovi
In Which a Man Grapples With a Lifetime of Regret, One Incident at a Time
A Memoir
Dreadful Company
Icons of Rock and Roll: Volume #2: David Bowie, Alice Cooper, Freddie Mercury and Bon Jovi
From Myth and Mystery to Recent Discoveries

The Zombie Apocalypse has been good to Sarah and David. Their marriage is better than ever. They communicate well, share
responsibilities, and now, they're starting a business. ZombieBusters-for all your zombie extermination needs. There are lots of
zombies and that means lots of customers. . .Except one of them doesn't want the zombies dead, he wants them alive and ready
for experimentation. Mad scientists make for difficult clients and this time, Sarah and David might have bitten off more than they
can chew.
A witty, charming fantasy adventure starring Greta Helsing, doctor to the undead, whose family has been keeping the supernatural
community not-alive and well for generations. When Greta Helsing, doctor to the undead, is unexpectedly called to Paris to
present at a medical conference, she expects nothing more exciting than professional discourse on zombie reconstructive surgery
and skin disease in bogeymen and hopefully at least one uneventful night at the Opera. Unfortunately for Greta, Paris happens to
be infested with a coven of vampires -- and not the civilized kind. If she hopes to survive, Greta must navigate the darkest corners
of the City of Lights, the maze of ancient catacombs and mine-tunnels underneath the streets, where there is more to find than
simply dead men's bones. Praise for the Dr. Greta Helsing Novels: "An exceptional and delightful debut, in the tradition of Good
Omens and A Night in the Lonesome October." Elizabeth Bear, Hugo-award winning author "Shaw balances an agile mystery with
a pitch-perfect, droll narrative and cast of lovable misfit characters. These are not your mother's Dracula or demons." Shelf
Awareness Dr. Greta Helsing Novels Strange Practice Dreadful Company Grave Importance
Using his sense of humor and unbelievable industry anecdotes, author Justin Goldberg delivers the truth about todays.
Made in Sweden: Studies in Popular Music serves as a comprehensive and rigorous introduction to the history, sociology and
musicology of twentieth-century Swedish popular music. The volume consists of essays by leading scholars of Swedish popular
music and covers the major figures, styles and social contexts of pop music in Swedish. Although the vast majority of the
contributors are Swedish, the essays are expressly written for an international English-speaking audience. No knowledge of
Swedish music or culture will be assumed. Each essay provides adequate context so readers understand why the figure or genre
under discussion is of lasting significance to Swedish popular music; each section features a brief introduction by the volume
editors. The book presents a general description of the history and background of Swedish popular music, followed by essays that
are organized into thematic sections: The Historical Development of the Swedish Popular-Music Mainstream; The Swedishness of
Swedish Popular-Music Genres; Professionalization and Diversification; and Swedish Artist Personas. Contributors: Jonas Bj lesj
Alf Bj rnberg Thomas Bossius Peter Dahl n Olle Edstr m Karin L. Eriksson Rasmus Fleischer Sverker Hylt n-Cavallius Lars
Lilliestam Ulf Lindberg Morten Michelsen Susanna Nordstr m Marita Rhedin Henrik Smith-Sivertsen Ann Werner Kajsa Widegren
A Year-by-Year Chronicle of Fun Facts, Headlines, & Your Memories
Puzzle Your Way Through Sixty Years of Pop
Handbook for Hell
James Taylor, Jackson Browne, Cat Stevens and the Unlikely Rise of the Singer-Songwriter
The Ultimate Survival Guide to the New Music Industry
Losing Our Religion
In The School Reform Landscape: Fear, Mythologies, and Lies, the authors take an in-depth and controversial look at
school reform since the launch of Sputnik. They scrutinize school reform events, proposals, and policies from the last 60
years through the lens of critical social theory and examine the ongoing tensions between the need to keep a vibrant
unitary system of public education and the ongoing assault by corporate and elite interests in creating a dual system.
Some of events, proposals, and policies critiqued include the Sputnik myth, A Nation At Risk, No Child Left Behind, the lies
of the Common Core State Standards Initiative, and other common reform schemes. The authors provide an evidencebased contrarian view of the free-market reform ideas and pierce the veil of the new reform policies to find that they are
built not upon empirical evidence, but instead rest solidly on foundations of myth, fear, and lies. Ideas for a new set of
reform policies, based on empirical evidence and supportive of a unitary, democratic system of education are presented.
A Hudson Booksellers Best Non-Fiction Book of the Year, with foreword by Wilco's Jeff Tweedy High Fidelity meets Killing
Yourself to Live when one man searches for his lost record collection. As he finds himself within spitting distance of
middle-age, journalist Eric Spitznagel feels acutely the loss of… something. Freedom? Maybe. Coolness? Could be. The
records he sold in a financial pinch? Definitely. To find out for sure, he sets out on a quest to find the original vinyl
artifacts from his past. Not just copies. The exact same records: The Bon Jovi record with his first girlfriend's phone
number scrawled on the front sleeve. The KISS Alive II he once shared with his little brother. The Replacements Let It Be
he’s pretty sure, 20 years later, would still smell like weed. As he embarks on his hero's journey, he reminisces about the
actual records, the music, and the people he listened to it with—old girlfriends, his high school pals, and, most poignantly,
his father and his young son. He explores the magic of music and memory as he interweaves his adventures in recordculture with questions about our connection to our past, the possibility of ever recapturing it, and whether we would want
to if we could. "Memories are far more indelible when married to the physical world, and Spitznagel proves the point in
this vivid book. We love vinyl records because they combine the tactile, the visual, the seeable effects of age and care
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and carelessness. When he searches for the records he lost and sold, Spitznagel is trying to return to a tangible past, and
he details that process with great sensitivity and impact."—Dave Eggers, New York Times bestselling author of The Circle
'Packed with war stories from a golden age of rock, and insights into the stars that made that music' CLASSIC ROCK
MAGAZINE 'On reading Getcha Rocks Off you realise just how drastically things have changed in the rock industry but
books like this perfectly evoke what they were like. Good times...' RECORD COLLECTOR Hanging out with rock stars, trying
to steal their chicks, or throwing up over their guitars after launching into the hospitality a little too enthusiastically, Mick
Wall spent much of the 1980s sprawled in limos and five-star hotels with the biggest rock bands in the world, including
Led Zeppelin, Guns N' Roses, Metallica, Black Sabbath, Mötley Crüe, Thin Lizzy, Deep Purple, Alice Cooper, Van Halen,
Motörhead and more. He was Kerrang! magazine's star writer and the presenter of Monsters of Rock, his own weekly
show on Sky TV, and the decade passed in a blur of hard drugs, hot women, and some of the heaviest people your mother
definitely would not like. Depicting a world where vague concepts like 'the future' are disdained in favour of nights that
last a week and weeks that last forever, Getcha Rocks Off is a rock apocalypse Cider With Roadies, and a more frank and
disturbing Apathy for the Devil. It is the kind of book you need to put on your leather jacket to read, open that bottle of
Jack and reach for the Charlie. And let the good times roll...
Suggests how to develop coping skills, build problem-solving skills, think positively, maintain healthy habits, and form
relationships in order to survive stressful situations.
RENEGADE REDHEAD
Old Records Never Die
Mars
Last Chance Llama Ranch
Heritage Auctions Music and Entertainment Auction Catalog #696
Made in Sweden

When she was just a child, Heather’s life was altered by an accident that all but
destroyed her internal organs. The doctors gave her no chance—but with God’s grace, she
proved them wrong. When they said she would never walk, she defied them again. And though
they insisted she could never have children, she did. When others said no—God said yes.
More than a story of suffering and survival, Heather’s life is a testament to the power
of faith. From the first decisive moments after the accident, Heather and her mother were
able to give their fear and panic to God, and trust Him to act as a source of strength in
their lives. With her husband DeWayne and her daughter Mackenzie—the two greatest
miracles in her life—Heather has found great joy, and many reasons to give praise. This
is her amazing and inspiring true story.
Since 1957, Chase's Calendar of Events lists everything worth knowing and celebrating for
each day of the year: 12,500 holidays, national days, historical milestones, famous
birthdays, festivals, sporting events and more. "One of the most impressive reference
volumes in the world." Publishers Weekly
Kaboom
The Ultimate Go-to Guide for Special Days, Weeks and Months
Orbit: Icons of Rock and Rock #2: David Bowie, Alice Cooper, Freddie Mercury and Bon Jovi
Studies in Popular Music
Mental Culture in Burmese Crisis Politics
How to Prepare and Deliver a Confident and Memorable Address
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